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Editorial

Technology and environment

An organisational reform carried out within Fingrid in early
June resulted in a new function referred to as “Technology
and environment”. The objective of the reform was to create a competence centre for power system technology and
environmental and safety issues within Fingrid. This centre
will support the entire line organisation and customers, plan
and assess line routes, and co-ordinate technology development, corporate security, risk management and realisation
of corporate social responsibility within Fingrid.
The ﬁrst impression of the name of the new function may
be contradictory if you perceive technology and the environment as being opposite to each other, maybe even cancelling each other out. However, technology can also be developed by taking the needs of the environment into account,
and in fact, only technology enables a solution to environmental problems.
The construction of new transmission lines and substations
is crucial to Finland. The duties and obligations imposed on
Fingrid by the Electricity Market Act require that the main grid
is developed constantly to respond to the changing needs of
the electricity market while at the same time retaining the
high level of system security in electricity transmission. In order to increase the transmission capacity of the grid, Fingrid
will construct approximately 1,000 kilometres of new transmission lines by the end of this decade, and another sea cable will also be built between Finland and Sweden. The implementation of these projects will call for the successful
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integration of power transmission technology with the environment in highly varied locations.
The said duties, obligations and objectives
are also reﬂected in the focal areas selected for
Fingrid’s technology development. These focal areas include managing operational security
and power transfers, developing technical solutions and maintenance of the grid, and adapting the power transmission system to its environment. We are currently specifying development projects to be carried out in each area,
after which they will be given speciﬁc implementation resources and schedules. Because our own development resources are limited, it is important to ﬁnd suitable partners in each focal area, with long-term development programmes to be carried out with the partners. Indepth and long-span co-operation can especially be created
through the ﬁve-year professorship in high-voltage electricity transmission systems donated by Fingrid to the Helsinki
University of Technology. This co-operation will contribute
to transmission technology expertise in Finland.
We cannot identify all potential developments and needs
on our own. This is why the development of innovation and
expertise must take place in close co-operation with our various interest groups. We therefore have a challenge in modifying the innovation process relating to technology development and management of corporate social responsibility
to become as interactive as possible.
What Fingrid does is an integral part of our society and requires extensive co-operation with various parties. This is why
the issue with electricity transmission cannot be “technology or environment” but everything is based on “technology
and environment”.

Jussi Jyrinsalo heads the recently established ”Technology
and environment” function within Fingrid Oyj.
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Liisa Pottonen has completed her project of

DOCTORAL THESIS
For the past three years, Liisa Pottonen, Leading Specialist at
Fingrid, has been focusing on developing a method for the
probabilistic security analysis of transmission grids. Her
doctoral thesis was accepted at the Helsinki University of
Technology in April, and she will be conferred her doctoral
degree next autumn.
TEXT BY: Maria Hallila

he method developed by Liisa Pottonen takes into account
a versatile range of variables in
the analysis of the system security of
transmission grids: properties of the
protection system of the grid, frequency of line faults, fault location on the
line, substation structure, failure rates
of substation components, and the dynamic behaviour of the power system
after faults.
“I studied faults in the 400 kilovolt
network in Finland over the past 20
years to ﬁnd out the types of faults that
showed the biggest need for a system
security model. Line faults were most
common, so I drew up the model for
these faults. For each line, I calculated event trees where there is ﬁrst a line
fault, after which protection or switching off the fault at a substation does
not work because of equipment failure,
as a result of which the fault duration
is extended and the fault is potentially
expanded. These factors were calculated for a certain host of substation failures,” Liisa Pottonen describes her research work.
“The results of power system simulations were categorised on the basis
of the state of the grid, and the sys-
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tem breakdown frequencies were then
calculated at certain assumptions. The
relative importance of the substation
components was calculated in view of
total and partial system breakdown.”
According to Liisa Pottonen, earlier
similar studies have calculated system
security without a substation model or
on the basis of an insufﬁcient substation model, or the system security of
a substation has been calculated without considering the impact of failure
of substation operations on the state
of the power system. “This work has
taken both factors into account,” Liisa
Pottonen points out.
Tool for capital
expenditure decisions
The goal of the research work funded
by Fingrid was to come up with a tool
that would enable Fingrid to make increasingly reliable capital expenditure
and maintenance decisions concerning
the grid, mainly substations and their
maintenance.
Earlier, Fingrid had ordered a preliminary investigation from the Technical
Research Centre of Finland concerning
calculation methods for system secu4
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rity. “This investigation revealed that
there are no off-the-shelf methods, so
this area required further study,” Liisa
Pottonen says.
She summarises the beneﬁts of the
probabilistic method over the socalled deterministic method as follows:
“When the grid is planned and operated on the basis of a probabilistic analysis, you get more efﬁciency without
compromising system security. This is
a beneﬁt both for society and the grid
operator. The deterministic method is
an opposite to the probabilistic approach. According to the deterministic method, all faults are equally likely,
and grid operation and planning make
preparations for the worst case scenario. In this case, some transmission capacity goes unused, or capital expenditure in the grid is allocated poorly.”
Many myths involved
in doctoral thesis
Liisa Pottonen obtained insight into her
research topic by reading related literature and by drawing up models. She says
that modelling, simulation and computation were the easy stages in her doctoral work. Instead, it was difﬁcult to
ﬁnd out what others had done.

“Many articles were quite difﬁcult and
poorly written. It was also difﬁcult to
write, or at least to get started.”
According to Liisa, people seem
to think that writing a doctoral thesis takes up all leisure time. “However, that
is partly a myth. This was
not unlike many other
projects. Last autumn
and this spring I also
had to work in the evenings and weekends,
but I did most of my
research at daytime
and took evenings
and weekends off.”
What made Liisa’s situation easier was that most of
the ﬁnancing for her work came
from Fingrid. “I received salary
when I did research during my daytime work.
It’s a different thing
when you do re-

search in your own time or if ﬁnancing
is so scarce that you need to work evenings and weekends just to make ends
meet.”
“I did not work late that often; once
until 4 in the morning in December
when I had to leave in my draft text
for preliminary examination, and once
until 2 in the spring when I had to go
through proofreading comments before the text was sent for printing.”
Discussions were a great help
Liisa Pottonen’s advice to those thinking of writing a doctoral thesis can be
summarised in a few key issues.
“If you are interested in research and
can ﬁnd a good topic and ﬁnancing,
I recommend it. You also need a good
supervisor,” she points out.
The basic requirement is that you need
to be interested in your topic. “Therefore, you should pick a topic that you
ﬁnd interesting.”
Some degree of perseverance is also required. “You need to be able to think
independently. If you are more comfortable with doing things, sitting in
meetings, having telephone conversations and you cannot focus on a single issue for a length of time, it may
be better to forget about a thesis,” Liisa Pottonen says.
She also feels that discussions with others have a focal role. “When you ponder
on things on your own, you get easily stuck with your own thoughts. It is
good if others ask you specifying questions, question your opinions and give
you good ideas.”

SAG as the contractor
in the line project
FROM JÄMSÄ TO JYVÄSKYLÄ
SAG Energieversorgungslösungen GmbH, a German company, has been constructing
the 400 kilovolt transmission line from Toivila in Jämsä to Vihtavuori in Jyväskylä
since last summer. The work is characterised by an international aspect.
TEXT BY:

Leni Lustre-Pere

PHOTOGRAPHS BY:
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SAG, which won the
international competitive bidding procedure, has several Finnish
enterprises as its subcontractors, and the
employees also represent many countries. The
site in Central Finland has builders from Germany, Finland, Britain, Ireland, Poland and Italy.
The materials used at the site also come from many
different countries. Purchases have been made in countries such as Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, Turkey and
Bahrain.
Adaptation is part of the work
The site is headed by Joe D’Eramo, an Italian living in
South Africa. During his career, he has seen transmission
line sites in many countries and learnt to adapt to the
FINGRID 2/2005
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prevailing circumstances. He moved to Finland from Mozambique,
where, according to him, the work
as such was basically the same as in
Finland, but the circumstances were “a
bit more sweaty” in Mozambique. He
also says that he does not really miss
the buzzing swarms of mosquitoes of
Mozambique, either.
Prepared to work differently
When you work in a team where the
team members have different backgrounds and views about how things
should run, it is quite obvious that
communications must be active and
based on listening to the other party?
“That is very true,” says Jyrki Salmi,
who serves as the Deputy Site Manager.
“For instance, the amount of German
bureaucracy seems strange when seen
through Finnish eyes, and the Germans
certainly wonder at some of our practices. However, all matters can be

Joe D’Eramo, Site Manager, with Fingrid’s
Project Manager Antti Linna.
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From the left: Jyrki Salmi, Deputy Site
Manager, Hanna Volanen, Ofﬁce Secretary, and Karsten Heine, SAG’s Purchasing Manager.

cleared by talking.”
Antti Linna, Fingrid’s Project
Manager, thinks that the major differences stem from engineering. “Finnish
working methods have traditionally been guided by occupational safety,
which renders engineering very thorough, well-documented and also having a longer time span,” he assesses the
differences.
However, he feels that foreign workers
are more broadminded than Finns to accept and try new ways of working.
“There are no clashes with the ‘this
is how we’ve done things in the past’
mentality, since the employees have the
right attitude to do things ‘in a way
different from the old way’”.
Antti Linna also praises the increasingly advanced working methods.

from the Toivila substation in Jämsä progresses so that a 400 kilovolt
line will be constructed in the existing
right-of-way of the present 220 kilovolt line Hikiä–Jämsä–Petäjävesi from
Jämsä to Jämsänkoski and further to
Petäjävesi. From Petäjävesi to Vihtavuori, the line will be built partly parallel with existing 110 kilovolt lines and
partly in a new right-of-way.
The contract covers the dismantling
of the old line and the necessary modiﬁcations to the 110 kilovolt lines in the
area. The total budget of the project
is approx. 13 million euros. The transmission line will be ready in November
2005.

Partly dismantling old, partly
building parallel
The construction work of the 86-kilometre transmission line starting
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Main grid interface
reinforced at Eurajoki
Renewal of transmission lines
commenced on the Olkiluoto
– Rauma line
Fingrid has launched the renewal of
the 2x110 kilovolt Olkiluoto – Rauma
transmission line between Olkiluoto and
Junnala. This line project is part of the
main grid interface arrangements required by the new nuclear power unit to
be constructed at Olkiluoto.
The project, which started on 31 May
through foundation work, is the ﬁrst phase
in reinforcing the main grid interface for
Olkiluoto. Later, between 2005 and 2007, a
400 kilovolt line will be built from Olkiluoto
to Huittinen, and there will also be substations at both ends of the line.
The length of the line renewed within the current project is 10.5 kilometres,
and it will be ready in January 2006. The
line will run in Eurajoki from TVO’s power plant area to the separation point of
the current 400 kilovolt lines at Junnala.
Existing line structures will primarily be renewed on the current right-of-way. The
new line will deviate from the present route
a little at Olkiluoto and in the Tahkoniemi
– Junnala area, where a new 110 kilovolt
line will go under the 400 kilovolt lines
earlier than now.
The contractor in the transmission line
project costing approx. 3 million euros is
Empower Oy. The turn-key contract covers
all engineering, construction and installation work and materials. The contract also
includes the replacement of some overhead ground wires on the 400 kilovolt line
between Seinäjoki and Ulvila.

Fenno-Skan 2 sea cable
responds to the needs of the electricity market
Fenno-Skan 2, the new sea cable
connection of 600 - 800 megawatts
to be constructed between Finland
and Sweden by Fingrid together
with Svenska Kraftnät, will be
completed in the autumn of 2010.
The sea cable will reinforce the
electricity transmission connections between Finland and Sweden
and integrate the Nordic electricity
market even more closely together.
The project will reduce temporary
price differences of electricity
between the countries and
decrease the hedging costs of the
market parties.

Timo Toivonen, President of Fingrid,
says that the new sea cable connection is a concrete indication of the
will and ability of TSOs to contribute to the efﬁcient functioning of the
Nordic electricity market.
The new Fenno-Skan 2 sea cable
is the ﬁrst concrete capital expenditure decision in accordance with
the shared development plan of the
Nordic transmission system operators. Nordel, the co-operation organisation of the Nordic transmission
system operators, has suggested the
construction of a total of ﬁve new
priority cross-sections.
The ﬁve cross-sections proposed by

Nordel in the spring of 2004 will improve the functioning of the Nordic
electricity market. The total value of
all projects proposed is approx. 1,000
million euros, and the projects are to
be ready around 2010.
According to Jan Magnusson,
Director General of Svenska Kraftnät
and Chairman of Nordel, the proposal concerning the construction of the
ﬁve new transmission connections is
one of the most important steps in
the development of the Nordic grids.
“Co-operation of this type is unique
globally,” Jan Magnusson says.
Fenno-Skan 2 will be a direct current connection with a total length
9

of almost 300 kilometres. Power converter stations will be constructed at
each end of the cable. In Finland, the
new cable will be connected to the
main grid at the Rauma substation. In
Sweden, the connection point to the
Swedish grid is the Finnböle substation to be built north of Stockholm.
Fingrid and Svenska Kraftnät will
share the ownership and capital expenditure costs of the cable, totalling
approx. 200 million euros. The construction work will commence once
the permit process is complete. The
project will be subject to international competitive bidding.
Leni Lustre-Pere

Modernisation of control systems brings

EXTENDED SERVICE LIFE

to the Kilpilahti reserve power plant
TEXT BY:

Maria Hallila

PHOTOGRAPHS BY: Martti

Merviö
The project, which was launched
through preliminary analyses in 2001,
covers eight gas turbine units. According to Martti Merviö, the modernisation of control systems not only extends the service life of the plants but
also improves their reliability and facilitates the analysis of potential disturbances. New automation also enables
the monitoring of the state and operation of the power plants remotely from
Fingrid’s head ofﬁce in Helsinki.
Plant location brought
extra challenges

The commissioning of the new control system for the Kilpilahti gas turbine power
plant required great concentration. The photograph shows Veikko Haapanen (on
the left), John Jodon (CTS), Arto Moilanen, Peter Huggare (ABB), Kari Suominen
(Fortum Oil) and Pentti Hulkkonen (Fortum Service) following the ﬁrst trial start
of the plant.

The recently completed modernisation of control systems at the Kilpilahti gas turbine power plant is the last
but one sub-project in the total modernisation project
covering automation at Fingrid’s reserve power plants.
“The project aims to extend the service life of these
plants by up to 20 years,” says Martti Merviö, who is responsible for the project.
FINGRID 2/2005
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The Kilpilahti 27 megawatt gas turbine
power plant is situated in a cave in the
area of Neste Oil Oy’s Sköldvik oil reﬁnery. The location of the plant approximately 30 metres beneath ground level
brought special challenges to the modernisation project.
“There were especially extensive operations, such as lifting the old electrical and control equipment structures
from the cave and transferring the new
equipment sections into the cave. Both
of these were carried out through a vertical shaft,” says Arto Moilanen, who
was responsible for the delivery supervision of the automation system.

According to him, the number of personnel involved in the project was also
considerably large. “At best, we had almost 20 mechanics and experts installing the fuel systems and auxiliary devices, modifying the 11 kilovolt busbar
system, and doing other installation
and testing work.”
Electricity systems also upgraded
It was only at a very late stage in the
project that it turned out that in order to achieve a sensible outcome, the
originally American electricity systems
and conﬁned facilities for electrical and
control equipment had to be renewed.
Ari Loivakari was in charge of their engineering and delivery supervision.
Kilpilahti also had a special problem which had not been encountered
at the other six plants which had been
modernised earlier. According to Martti
Merviö, this problem was related to the
new implementation of power control
for the gas turbine.
“Alongside the careful engineering of the control system, this called
for considerable mechanical modiﬁcations – such as a new control valve and
piping changes – to the fuel system of
the gas turbine. To solve this problem,
we needed expert assistance from the
USA,” Martti Merviö says.
The main contractor and equipment
supplier in the modernisation project
was ABB Oy. Suomen Prosessiautomaatioasennus Oy was responsible for the
installation work. The expert in the engineering and commissioning of the
power control solution was John Jodon
of Combustion Turbine Systems.

New beneﬁts from automation
Harri Ollikainen, Fingrid’s Power Plant
Manager, estimates that the total modernisation costs of the Kilpilahti gas turbine power plant are approx. 650,000
euros. This input has given the plant not
only additional reliability and service
life but also new, useful features which
make its operation easier.
“It is now easy to change the operating values as this takes place by
changing the software and its parameters. You do not really have to adjust
the actual machinery. It is also easy to
monitor the plant, since all measurement and status information is received
by a computer. Disturbance analysis is
facilitated considerably, because the
measurement and state information is
stored in computers, and this information can be used in retrospect to analyse the disturbances and their causes,”
Martti Merviö says.
“Trial run, starting and monthly reports in particular are a great asset
in monitoring the plant, its fuel consumption and electricity production,”
Arto Moilanen adds.

prox. 650 megawatts – consists of gas
turbine plants. Most of this capacity is
owned by Fingrid while just under one
quarter is available to Fingrid through
access rights contracts.
Fingrid’s reserve capacity will be reinforced signiﬁcantly in 2007. It is
then that Fingrid’s Olkiluoto gas turbine power plant will be completed,
with TVO also participating in the construction of the plant. Fingrid signed
the delivery contract for the main machinery of the plant on 21 June 2005.
“After this plant is ready, the reserve
power capacity available to Fingrid is
sufﬁcient for the time being,” Martti
Merviö says.

Capacity for critical situations
Fingrid is responsible for the functioning of the power system in Finland and
for system security as part of its statutory system responsibility. In accordance with the Nordic system agreement, this calls for maintaining reserve
power capacity for disturbance situations.
Most of the reserve power capacity currently available to Fingrid – ap11

John Jodon (on the left), Harri Ollikainen and Veikko
Haapanen discussing the last modiﬁcations to the fuel
system of the plant. The fuel system required modiﬁcations right from the outset of commissioning.

NORDIC GRID EXPERTISE
appreciated in Africa
Ethiopia and Sudan, two neighbouring countries in North-Eastern
Africa, have been planning the interconnection of their electricity
transmission grids for decades.They have sought consultation
assistance in the far-away Nordic countries, which know how
to master electricity transmission and joint operation of grids
between different countries. A team mainly consisting of Finnish
grid specialists are preparing their final analysis report of the
interconnection of the grids in the two countries.
TEXT BY:

Maria Hallila

PHOTOGRAPHS BY:

annu Maula, Fingrid’s
Grid Service Specialist, worked on the grid
analysis project in Ethiopia and
Sudan in February and March.
He was to acquire information on issues such as the existing grid in the countries and
planned grid projects. Based
on this information and electricity consumption prognoses
and generation plans, he has
drawn up technical grid plans
and comparisons relating to the
project.
Hannu Maula knew the related duties
and working environment from before,
because a similar analysis was now carried out for the third time and he has
been involved in all of its stages.
“The integration of the grids in
Ethiopia and Sudan was investigated for
the ﬁrst time in 1987 – 1988, and the report drawn up then was updated in the
mid-1990s. The initial goal with the current analysis was just to update the ear-

Hannu Maula, Seppo Sarkola and Juhani Eskelinen
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According to Hannu Maula,
the technology used in the
electricity transmission grids
in Ethiopia and Sudan is well
up to modern requirements.
The photograph is from Southern Sudan.
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lier information, but the clients’ plans
have changed so much that a mere update was no longer sufﬁcient. There was
much more work than anticipated,” says
Hannu Maula, who was completing his
part of the report at the end of May.

Different energy resources as the
starting point in co-operation
Hannu Maula says that the outcome of
the analyses was clear right from the
ﬁrst report: the interconnection of the
grids is beneﬁcial to both parties. However, the actual implementation of the

mal power production in Sudan could
be compensated by the neighbouring
country’s hydropower, power production costs in Sudan would decrease essentially and Sudan could export the oil
thus saved. Correspondingly, Ethiopia
would obtain export revenues – or oil –
for the electricity.”
Cautious start

Negotiation in the new ofﬁce of the Sudanese client in Khartoum. Behind the desk in the middle is Mr
Ali Elnour Mahmoud, Project Manager for the Sudanese. In the foreground are Finnish project team
members Jouko Vehi, Seppo Sarkola and Antti Ketola.
“Most of the countryside in Ethiopia and Sudan still does
not have electricity, but the countries have ambitious
plans to raise the degree of electriﬁcation to more than
50 per cent over a very short period of time,” Hannu
Maula says. The screen shows typical Ethiopian scenery
along the planned route of the interconnection.

Hannu Maula, an avid nature enthusiast, spent his
scanty leisure time observing African nature. The photograph shows the sacred ibis, a species of storks.

plan has been prevented by political
disagreements between Ethiopia and
Sudan and by local unrest.
“The present situation ﬁnally appears
to be so stable that there would not
seem to be any obstacles to the implementation of the project,” Hannu
Maula says.
According to him, the beneﬁts of
grid integration are based on the different power production situations and
opportunities in the two countries.
“Ethiopia has tens of thousands of
megawatts of available hydropower capacity. On the other hand, Sudan has
to produce some electricity through
thermal power, but Sudan also has
oil which it exports to the world market alongside domestic use. If ther13

The analysis team offers several alternatives for the interconnection of the
grids, and the clients will choose the
best one of these on the basis of recommendations made by the team. The
length of the interconnection to be
constructed is 300 to 600 kilometres
depending on the alternative chosen,
and it could be operational in 2009.
“We think that co-operation should
be launched in a relatively small scale.
The line constructed would have a voltage of 220 kilovolts, and it would transmit 100 to 200 megawatts of electricity.
In this way, excess hydropower capacity
could be utilised,” Hannu Maula says.
“If Ethiopia ever starts to construct
hydropower plants in view of exports
of electricity, that is a much bigger
project.”
The analysis work was in the hands
of Hifab Oy, a Swedish company which
acquired the consulting business of
Eltel Networks Oy a couple of years
ago. Jouko Vehi headed the analysis
project. The project involved a total of
seven Finnish experts, two French consultants and several local experts.
In addition to Hannu Maula, Fingrid’s
grid expertise in the project was represented by Kurt Lindström, who retired
from the position of head of international relations at Fingrid in the autumn of 2003.

Exhibition at Electricity Museum Elektra
from 1 June to 31 August 2005

Healing electricity –
true or tale?
FINGRID 2/2005
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Electrotherapy appliance from the late 19th century. The manufacture of such appliances commenced soon after Michael Faraday had invented the induction phenomenon. The treatment was alleged to heal diseases of the nervous system in particular. Collections of Tapio Lukkonen.

6. Luigi Galvani started to use the electric battery,
developed by Alessandro Volta, for therapy purposes
in the early 19th century. (Lichtjahre, 1986, p. 57)
7. Electrotherapy room of a hospital in Vienna in
the early 20th century. (Lichtjahre, 1986, p. 151)
8. Michel Faraday invented the transformer in
1831. The induction current produced by the
transformer was soon used for therapeutic purposes. This form of treatment was called faradism
after its inventor. (Lichtjahre, 1986, p. 155)

6.

7.

8.

The illustrative boards describe various electrotherapy appliances and forms of treatment.

You can kiss ache, pain and discomfort goodbye.
This is at least how TV shop commercials market
electrotherapy appliances. In the commercials,
people tell amazing stories and say that such appliances have changed their lives. Electricity Museum
Elektra now has an exhibition which shows that
the wonder gadgets are no new phenomenon.
TEXT BY

Maria Hallila

PHOTOGRAPHS BY Juhani

“Few can explain how they got well. A miracle just happened. And when many people
enough repeat the same thing, you start to
believe in the appliance,” says Mikko Kero,
who has designed the exhibition.
According to him, people’s endless desire to believe in recuperation
has created demand for various types
of electrotherapy appliances ever since
man learned how to control electricity.
The breakthrough in this area was
the invention of the Leyden jar in the
1740s. The new invention was ﬁrst
used in medicine.
“Jean Jallabert used the Leyden jar
to give electric stimulation to a blacksmith whose arm had been paralysed.
The lucky blacksmith regained the
sense of feeling in his arm and was able
to use it,” Mikko Kero says.
Turning point in medicine
The Leyden jar marked the beginning
of unparalleled interest in electric medicine. Various therapies were developed. Despite this, the way in which
electricity inﬂuenced the human body
remained a great mystery until the end

Eskelinen

of the 19th century.
“Elektra’s exhibition shows how
mankind became conscious of the inﬂuence of electricity on the human
body – and how this riddle was solved.
Knowledge of the impact of electricity meant a turning point in medicine,”
Mikko Kero says.
As more and more knowledge accumulated, many therapies and notions
developed within medicine shifted over
to the category of alternative medicine.
“As an example, the notion of the
electric nature of the human body,
which emerged in medicine at the end
of the 19th century, prevailed until the
1950s. According to this notion, the
human body is like a machine
whose functions are based on the
ﬂow of electrons. In this way, the
human body could beneﬁt from
being charged with electricity and having radium water
treatments. These made people feel better and added to
their virility.”

Golden age in electrotherapy
The notion of the electric human body
had a particular impact on the popularity of spas, Mikko Kero says. In the
golden age of electrotherapy, from the
1880s to the 1930s, spas evolved into
important centres of electrotherapy,
where the elite of society gathered to
raise their physical condition.
“As an example, Marshal Mannerheim
of Finland had regular treatments in spas
in Finland and Continental Europe.”
After the spa treatment periods, people continued the treatments at home
by using electrotherapy appliances which had emerged in the market.
“These appliances were status symbols,
but as electriﬁcation expanded in the
1920s, the hobby of the elite became
more popular in other walks of life, too.
More and more people had an opportunity to turn their electric fantasies
into reality.”
However, electrotherapy soon gave way
to rapidly advancing medical forms of
treatment. “Unfulﬁlled expectations and
increasing knowledge concerning health
risks associated with some forms of treatment
also contributed to the
demise of
electrotherapy,” Mikko
Kero says.
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Mechanical electrical massage appliances.

1. Static electricity being charged in a Leiden jar. (1751)
2. Leiden jar. (Lichtjahre, 100 Jahre Strom in
Österreich, 1986, p. 67)
3. Static electricity being produced. (1751)
4. Animal tests by Luigi Galvani at the end of the
18th century managed to move the muscles of
a dead animal. The human body and life were
thought to be based on so-called animal electricity. (Lichtjahre, 1986, p. 10)

Truths and magic
Pekka Niemi, Chairman of Society for
Electrotechnical Heritage Elektra, says
that the electrotherapy exhibition tells
many tales, and each visitor hopefully
ﬁnds the most interesting one of these.
He says that the idea for the exhibition came from the questions and
interest arisen by electrotherapy appliances made in the early 20th century. “It seemed worth while studying
the signiﬁcance and starting points of
electrotherapy, which lies in the borderline between science and promises.
It was easy to obtain information on
electrotherapy appliances through the
Internet. It also turned out that there
are electrotherapy appliance museums
and literature on the topic for instance
in the United States. Some similar appliances have already been on display
in the basic exhibition of Elektra, and
I knew that Tapio Lukkonen has more
of them in his collections,” Pekka Niemi
describes the early phases of the exhibition.
One main theme in the exhibition are
the breakthroughs achieved through
the joint efforts of electrical engineering, physics and medicine in conquering diseases.
“X-ray technology, radiotherapy,
resuscitation equipment and various imaging methods are just some
examples of the signiﬁcant tools applied in modern medicine. It has been
estimated that approximately 1,000
human lives are saved every day by
means of electric cardiac deﬁbrillators
in the United States alone.”
Pekka Niemi says that the exhibition
FINGRID 2/2005

places science and beliefs both against each other and side
by side. “You don’t always know for sure what is true and
what is magic.”
He thinks that the most interesting items in the exhibition include the four-tub bath equipment and various selftreatment appliances. “And on top of everything else, we
have borrowed an X-ray tube from 1902 from the Helsinki
University Museum. X-rays were invented in 1895, so this
tube has considerable historical value.”
Some of the electrotherapy appliances are now on display
at Electricity Museum Elektra for the ﬁrst time.
Four-tub baths were used widely in hospitals, spas and treatment institutions
from the 1920s onwards. This form of
treatment was developed by the German
Doctor Schnee. The patient and the
treatment environment were separated
completely from the ground, so there
were no dangerous shortages to ground.
This method is still used in an applied
form in physical treatment. Collections
of the Helsinki University Museum.
X-ray tube from 1902. The oldest preserved
tube in Finland. Collections of the Helsinki
University Museum.

Electricity Museum Elektra is open
from May to August Tue to Fri 12.00 – 18.00, Sat 11.00 – 17.00, closed
on Sun and Mon. At other times by appointment.Tickets 3 €/2 €/0 €

New in Elektra’s
basic exhibition
A new basic exhibition section
under the topic “Yhteisillä linjoilla” (Shared lines) has also been
opened at Electricity Museum Elektra. The exhibition describes the
75-year history of the construction of
the Finnish main grid. The basic exhibition employs
new audiovisual technology.
Information on the exhibitions of Electricity Museum Elektra is also available on the Internet at www.perinneyhdistyselektra.ﬁ
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Maintenance management
of main grid discussed in Fingrid’s customer events
Fingrid’s maintenance management policy and disturbance clearance procedures were the
main topics in Fingrid’s customer events arranged in Eastern and Northern Finland in April.
The events attracted some 120 participants representing both customers and partners.
ccording to Jorma Heiskanen
and Jouko Hirvonen, who work
as Fingrid’s Regional Managers, the
participants gave positive feedback of
the events. The events were regarded
as necessary, and similar meetings were
also hoped in the future.
The events had goals such as ﬁnding and bringing forth shared beneﬁts
which uniform maintenance management principles for the main grid and
regional networks bring to network
operators. “Disturbance situations in
a regional network are reﬂected in the
main grid, and naturally also vice versa. If maintenance management is subject to shared procedures and quality
standards, all parties can achieve good
results at less effort,” Jorma Heiskanen
says.
The two Regional Managers say that
the importance of co-operation is understood well, and this was also evidenced in the customer events. There
are many situations in maintenance
management where the main grid operator and regional network companies
could save time, trouble and also money through joint efforts.
“The goal is to utilise distribution
outages increasingly efﬁciently so that
a single outage can be used for carrying
out as much maintenance and repair

A

work in the main grid and in regional networks as possible. Scheduling the
clearing of rights-of-ways in co-operation can reduce the related inconvenience inﬂicted on landowners,” Jorma
Heiskanen says.
Jouko Hirvonen adds a suggestion
presented by the customer event participants to the list of beneﬁts brought by
co-operation: major maintenance work
in the main grid should be scheduled
so that the services of a proﬁcient subcontractor working on the line could
also be used in the nearby projects of
another network company.
“This would give cost savings and
also win time in many cases, since it is
sometimes difﬁcult to ﬁnd service providers who can carry out demanding
special work,” Jouko Hirvonen states.
The customer events in both Eastern
and Northern Finland brought up the
wish that Fingrid would make its disturbance communications quicker and
more efﬁcient. The Regional Managers
were able to make a promise of sudden improvements in this respect, since
a development project on Fingrid’s
Extranet data network intended for
the company’s customers and partners,
concerning the intensiﬁcation of disturbance communications in particular, is in progress.

Maria Hallila
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The customer events in Eastern Finland were arranged
in Varkaus (top photograph) and Kouvola (middle photograph), and the events in Northern Finland in Oulu
(bottom photograph) and Rovaniemi.

Photographs by Timo Heiskanen, Mika Kuivalainen and Hannu Matila

The porcelain dishes and items recovered from the
wreck of the St Mikael were probably en route to
the nobility and Imperial court in St Petersburg.
Ordinary people could not afford the “white gold”,
i.e. genuine porcelain.

Book “S:t Mikael 1747”
tells the story of the
shipwrecked three-masted galliot
Entangled ﬁshing net revealed a national treasure
The fascinating story of the wreck of the St Mikael, which is
protected by the Protection of Antiquities Act, and of items
recovered from the wreck has been compiled into a reference
and picture book of more than 300 pages. The book published by
Fingrid represents maritime history, cultural history and history of
everyday life, taking the reader 250 years back in time.
TEXT BY Leni
PHOTOGRAPHS BY

The wreck of the three-masted
galliot St Mikael, which sank in the
southern archipelago of Nauvo in the
late autumn of 1747, was discovered by
accident in conjunction with net ﬁshing more than two centuries later. Diving and archival research identiﬁed the
ship as the St Mikael, which had sailed
under the Russian ﬂag. Some 600 different items or parts of items as well as
dozens of samples have been recovered
from the wreck to the collections of the
National Board of Antiquities.
FINGRID 2/2005
Figurine intended
as tabletop decoration.
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Lustre-Pere
Matti Huuhka

The book “S:t Mikael 1747” introduces the reader to the world of the
18th century. The methods and opportunities of modern science and research
technology overlap the era of the research subject and its phenomena.
The wreck and its items constitute a
national treasure which does not only
belong to researchers’ chambers. For
this reason, the text and photographs
of the book aim to guide the reader into the world that Finland and the
rest of the world were living in when
the shipwreck took place.
The vessel sailing from Amsterdam
to St Petersburg had no black box that
could tell us what happened in late
autumn in 1747. In fact, very little
is known of the last voyage of the St

Detail of a pocket watch.

Mikael, and this fact is also brought up
clearly in the book.
The hypotheses concerning the progress
of events are based on archival information and general knowledge of the world
of those days and of its culture, trade policy, shipping, geopolitics, and procedures
in general. The events might have progressed as described in the book.
All items recovered from the wreck
make up the treasure, not only the
luxurious ones – such as the Meissen
porcelain and golden snuff boxes and
watches, which were probably destined
for the nobility in St Petersburg, maybe
even for the Imperial court. The photographs of the book highlight the value
of all items of the wreck. Even though

partly damaged by the past centuries
and sea water, details of everyday objects used by the common people have
also deserved photographs in the book.
A good example of the illustrative approach of the book is that a full double page contains a photograph of the
moss used as ﬁlling material in the
packing of the porcelain.
The book has been put together by
an impressive host of experts. The editor and compiler of the book is Anna
Nurmio-Lahdenmäki, B.A. and archaeological research diving instructor, who served as the responsible researcher in the ﬁeld investigations of
the St Mikael. The expert articles have
been written by Christian Ahlström,
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Ph.D. and archival researcher, Elina
Anttila, Ph.D. and art historian, Raimo
Fagerström, M.Sc. and researcher, and
Jari Ojala, Ph.D. and historian.
The layout of the book has been designed by Helena Hökkä, architect and
graphic artist. The photographic material includes Finnish and foreign archival material as well as material photographed speciﬁcally for the book.
The items have been photographed by
Matti Huuhka, who is specialised in
item and documentary photography
and art photography.
The book “S:t Mikael 1747” is currently available at Akateeminen kirjakauppa in Helsinki. The book will also
be sold later in the shops of major museums in Finland, for instance. The price
of the book is 60 euros (incl. VAT).

Photograph by Jere Hietala

Scale model of the St Mikael
by J. Yrjänäinen, 1983.

Timo Toivonen,
President of Fingrid
Oyj, summarises
the goal of the
book as follows:
“The book reminds
all us Finns of the
importance of cherishing our national
legacy”.

Cheerful and rhythmical

Display of colours and joy of dance
at the Helsinki Samba Carnaval in 2005.

Photograph by Marjaana Malkamäki

SAMBA is street theatre

A samba carnival is a colourful play where music, dance
and theatre meet each other. There are no limits to imagination, and the carnival audience is 100 per cent involved.
Juha Karjalainen of Fingrid knows all this. He has been
playing in a samba orchestra for seven years, and there is
no end to the carnival in sight.
TEXT BY Reija Kuronen

uha Karjalainen, who works as an
Operating Engineer at Fingrid’s
Power System Control Centre, started
to play in a samba orchestra by chance.
Juha has played the guitar, and when a
friend of his asked him to try samba, he
learnt that there was no turning back.
Rhythmical dance and song brought
to America by African slaves has evolved
into the modern carnival samba on the
slopes of the hills of Rio de Janeiro, in
favelas, villages of poor people. Genuine
samba is about a drum section of dozens
of drummers, dancing to a wild rhythm,
and enchanting singing.
The carnival in Rio lasts for four days.
Those who have participated in the carnival say that you can sense a tremendous emotion in the performers and
audience. All people – the performers
and audience alike – are really involved
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with all their hearts. The samba carnival is a cheerful event in all colours of
the rainbow.
In Brazil, samba can also serve as
a springboard from poverty to fame.
In accordance with its African origin,
samba reﬂects racial integration, and
the rhythm reveals the African roots of
the music. Brazilians say that samba is
a messenger between different races
and social classes.
Samba counterbalancing
everyday life
In the samba orchestra, Juha primarily plays the caixa, a snare drum, which
is the basic instrument in bateria, the
drum section. If necessary, he also plays
the repinique, a command drum used
in samba, or a tambourine. Juha’s rep21

ertoire of instruments also includes the
guitar and cavaquinho, a small fourstring guitar instrument, which he
plays in his reggae band Banda Reggae Papagaio.
“In a samba parade, music is played
like military music: you move and play
at the same time, and there’s also singing and dancing on top of that,” Juha
describes the carnival parade. There are
no quiet moments in a samba procession. “In Finland, the samba parade
performance takes one hour, and it’s
full action all the time.”
The biggest samba carnival in Finland
is arranged in early June when the
Helsinki Samba Carnaval takes over the
centre of Helsinki. The procession consists of almost 1,000 dancers and singers. The parade is part of the Dancing
Helsinki event.
Juha thinks that the charm of samba lies in that it is so unlike everyday
life. “The spirit and attitude unite the
participants, and the feeling is just
great,” Juha describes the samba people. “Things may get heated up, but
once the situation is over, you forget
dire things right away.”
Tales from all walks of life
The music in carnival samba is samba
de enredo, samba with a tale. The music, lyrics, dresses and props support
the same story. The topic can be anything: rain forests, heroic tales, football, or conquering the space. The important thing is that the tale carries the
procession all the way to the end.
Samba is danced samba no pé, “on
feet”. The basic step follows the rhythm
meticulously. The illusion of samba

<< Juha Karjalainen has lost his heart to samba.

The photograph is from Juha’s photo album.

ter what age or size you are. “Papagaio
has room for everyone, young and old
alike”. He is not quite sure whether he
will continue with samba until old age,
but he sees no reason not to do so.
Juha says that arranging the carnival and being involved in it takes a lot
of time and energy. There is much to
do, and the input of every member of
the samba procession is needed. The
participants do everything themselves:
music, lyrics, clothes and props. “After
the carnival, you feel exhausted, but
the joy of success is huge.”
Does Juha participate in composing
and writing the lyrics, too? “No, I think
that an engineer playing samba is quite
enough!” Juha says with laughter.

comes from the seamless co-operation
of rhythm and dance, women with little clothing, and magniﬁcent props.
Female dancers accentuate their femininity while men tend to do skilful acrobatics with their feet. A good dancer
“speaks with feet”.
Finns do genuine Brazilian samba
but in a Finnish way. Samba is beautiful and enchanting also when sang in
Finnish. The Papagaio procession sang
about the sea in Finnish in the Helsinki
Samba Carnaval of 2005, where the
topic was the Baltic Sea. In the Helsinki
Samba Carnaval of 2005, Papagaio’s
enredo will focus on beauty.
Huge joy of success
How does the fast and hectic carnival
samba suit the Finnish mentality? Juha
says that samba suits everyone, no matFINGRID 2/2005

Experiences
in the birthplace of samba
Sooner or later, a samba enthusiast also
wishes to experience the real samba
carnival in Brazil. Juha Karjalainen put
his seven-year dream into reality at the
beginning of this year: he spent four
and a half weeks in Rio de Janeiro and
Salvador da Bahia.
“The most magniﬁcent thing was to
see the samba processions in Rio with
100,000 other spectators,” Juha says
and adds that he saw large Brazilian
samba-reggae bands which do not really perform outside Brazil. Among

the stars were names such as Olodum,
AraKetu and Daniela Mercury.
Even though the Rio carnival is full
of joy, a visitor must be on guard: anything can happen in the world’s largest public festival. A tourist cannot go
just anywhere, and you have to keep an
eye on your money. “Rio gives you a bit
of extra excitement,” is how Juha describes his feelings in the streets of Rio.
He wishes to return to South America,
because he became even more interested in the local culture and customs.
Samba in a Karelian way
Samba has obviously taken over Juha
Karjalainen: Practising, events, playing
in two different bands, and serving on
the Board of samba school G.R.E.S. Império do Papagaio take up much of Juha’s free time. This also requires much
from the family, but “a man’s gotta do
what a man’s gotta do,” as Juha puts it.
However, three-shift work at the Power
System Control Centre gives some leeway in working hours and leisure time.
Samba is a way of life, also involving a
touch of magic. Those into samba are
like one big family - you get to understand that when you listen to this
genuine samba musician with Karelian
roots.

SAMBA IN FINLAND 2005
• There are approx. 1,000 samba enthusiasts in ﬁve different samba schools
or associations throughout Finland.
• The biggest event of the year is the XV Helsinki Samba Carnaval
from 10 to 12 June 2005.
• More information on Finnish samba at www.samba.ﬁ
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Message of trafﬁc safety

Keep your eyes open while on a bike
TEXT BY Reija

Kuronen

Eskelinen

STOP

Expansion of Vuolijoki substation
securing electricity supply
in the Kainuu region
Fingrid Oyj is expanding its Vuolijoki
400 kilovolt substation situated close
to Otanmäki in Northern Finland. The
substation is located at a node of northto-south transmission connections, and
the expansion will secure transmission
capacity in the main grid and electricity
supply in the Kainuu region.
The project costing approx. 4 million
euros covers the construction of a new
400 kilovolt outdoor switchyard, adding a
second 400/110 kilovolt transformer, expansion of the 110 kilovolt switchyard,
and transmission line rearrangements in
the substation area. The expansion work
will be ready in the autumn of 2006.
The main contractor in the expansion of
the substation is Fortum Service Oy. The
construction work has been subcontracted to the Finnish Road Enterprise and the
transmission line work to Eltel Networks
Oy. Fingrid has purchased the 400 kilovolt circuit breakers separately from ABB
Oy. The 400 kilovolt power transformer
will be transported from Lieto to Vuolijoki
by rail.
Clearing work in the substation area
has been completed, and excavation work
commenced in June. The substation will
be commissioned in stages so that the entire expansion is in operation by November
2006.

PHOTOGRAPH BY Eija

ome 30,000 cyclists are injured in
Finland annually, approx. 1,000 of them
seriously. Still, cycling is a good way of
physical exercise as long as you are watchful in trafﬁc and can avoid risky situations.
At the beginning of a new cycling season,
Airi Krook received safety
Fingrid arranged its personnel information
instructions from Olli Lehto.
events on the safety of cycling.
Varpu Tavaststjerna and Olli Lehto from Liikenneturva, the Finnish expert organization in trafﬁc safety, lectured to Fingrid’s personnel working at the Arkadiankatu
ofﬁce in Helsinki on trafﬁc regulations and safety instructions concerning cycling
and answered questions which the audience had.
Cycling has become increasingly popular in Finland because of reasons such as
new cycling tracks and the way in which cycling promotes physical condition and
health. More and more Fingrid employees also use a bicycle on their way to and
from work. It is a great feeling to cycle beside dewy meadows, not having to care
about bus schedules or rely on packed trains!
Special caution is required at the junctions of cycling tracks, because the most
serious injuries happen in junction areas. Especially during the early part of a new
cycling season, motorists are not always accustomed to cyclists who approach
them diagonally from behind.
Accidents typically also happen close to home and on familiar routes – you ride
a bike “without thinking about it”.A collision with a car is the most dangerous type
of accident, but just falling off a bike can be perilous. So, how can you avoid cycling
accidents?
If you know trafﬁc regulations, have appropriate equipment and ride safely, you
have reduced your risk in trafﬁc. It is especially important to wear a cycling helmet,
and a helmet is already required by law in Finland. Up to 80 per cent of serious injuries are caused by a blow to the head, and a helmet can prevent most of these. A
helmet is an inexpensive life insurance.
Fingrid wishes all cyclists a safe ride!

S
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Be watchful in trafﬁc! Illustration: www.liikenneturva.ﬁ
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Slower,
deeper,
with insight

A

t ﬁrst, It was just light. A dim bulb which the frugal Granny
changed to an even dimmer bulb in the evenings. A dim,
echoing turbine hall which smelled of machine oil and the
water of the rapids which were beyond the large windows. An illuminated window in a dark forest.
Then It started to be everyday things. And life became easier, life
got going.
There was ice under the pile of sawdust at the edge of the forest. That ice was split into smaller pieces to keep milk cold in the
countryside. In towns, people put milk containers between windows hoping that milk would not go sour there. Then came the
large American refrigerator, and you always had to peek inside to
see whether the light really went out. Still, I was already in upper
secondary school before I got ice-cream for dessert in the middle of
the week; the freezer replaced the toilsome ice-cream machine.
You had to use curlers in your hair every night, and the spikes
pierced your dreams through the scalp. When a curling iron and
later a hair dryer emerged on the dressing table, school grades took
an upward turn – and teenage culture had come about!
Your hands turned red when you had to do laundry in the cold
lake water. It was luxury to be able to do laundry in your own,
small bathroom, even though the clothes were dripping with water after washing. And then one day, there was this machine where
the clothes turned clean just by opening and closing the door and
pressing buttons. Even the brothers could be expected some household skills.
Now It is something much more. It not only makes life easier, it
is the essence of everything necessary. It is the illuminated highway of freedom.
We live in and off electricity. It whips, roasts, heats and cools,
opens the car window, remote heats the sauna stove, navigates for
us, saves human lives. It is easy to forget how different life was just
a while ago. Troublesome, ordinarily laborious life.
If you put a teenager somewhere where there is no electricity,
he is lost. But if you give him a computer and cord, he will create
his own self which will venture into the virtual world. Electricity
enables and multiplies sleep deprivation, gambling debt, dating,
games, information and assumptions at an intensity which we
could not even dream of when we were young.
But freedom is getting out of hand. If everything has to happen
FINGRID 2/2005

quicker, reach higher and be more intense, all that will be left in this
world are superlatives which outdo each other. If everyone is special, unique, who will do the ordinary work and who will be satisﬁed with the ordinary life? If everyone breaks their limits, the entire
community is torn apart.
It turned out that growth did not increase employment. Growth
only increases growth. For a while. The Internet did not increase
democracy, and electricity did not liberate the slaves of work to the
noble idleness of a free man. The services just moved into our homes
with the gadgets; so much for the service society. Technology enables remote presence and remote rooming-in – when an intelligent bed changes the Granny’s nappies, we do not have to meet
our own stinking mortality.
Electricity transferred us from toil to rush. Could electricity return to square one? Could it be light again – the light of reason?
What if technology, energy and human wisdom could together
produce life that takes place at a slower pace, more deeply, and
with more insight? What if they increased the quality of life instead of its volume?
In the good old days, children died of epidemics and the adults
died of wars and toil; there is no reason to long for the bad things
in the past. But it is an indication of something that for each consumer who creates his ego by buying, there is already another consumer who knows that the best way to save is not to buy.
When a human being is healthy, he has a thousand wishes and
plans. When he falls ill or is faced with some other disaster, there is
only wish left: “I wish things were as they were a while ago.”
Why could we not enjoy this ordinary life and thank for it now,
while we are living it? The effect of electric experiences fades away;
you will always need more volts so that you could feel something.
Instead, a brilliant experience inﬂuences the entire human being,
and just one experience may be enough for the rest of the life.
To live our lives unhurriedly, to exist in our own lives, not just
visit it or chat with others entangled in the same destiny. To be
present in everyday life more deeply, without looking for greener
pastures beyond the fences, without waiting for Something to happen. To encounter other people with more insight, not just by networking, utilising, doing services in return, relations surﬁng, or by
keeping others as our mirror.
That would bring power to life.
Hilkka Olkinuora
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Hilkka Olkinuora is the new columnist of the Fingrid magazine. She
presents herself as follows: “Minister and journalist from Tampere, wrote
earlier of economy, nowadays also again a student. Also works at workplaces, and will discuss electric encounters in this magazine.”
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Tervola and Keminmaa in May.
The Internet pages of the project are
available on the Internet (in Finnish) at
www.ﬁngrid.ﬁ (Ympäristö ja voimajohdot
=>YVA-menettelyt).

Fingrid TEEMA is interaction

EIA procedure for the Keminmaa - Petäjäskoski transmission line launched
The new 400 kilovolt line will secure electricity transmission in Southern Lapland
Fingrid has launched an environmental impact assessment (EIA) procedure
for the new 400 kilovolt transmission
line route from the Keminmaa substation to the substation situated in
conjunction with the Petäjäskoski hydropower station.
The length of the planned transmission
line is approx. 60 kilometres, and its route
alternatives are situated in the areas of
Rovaniemi, Tervola and Keminmaa.
Electricity consumption prognoses suggest that electricity consumption will
continue to grow in Southern Lapland.
Transformer capacity in the area has already been boosted through the expansion
of the Keminmaa transformer substation.
The planned line between Keminmaa and
Petäjäskoski will strengthen power system
security in the area and enable the forecasted increase in electricity consumption.
The 400 kilovolt line Keminmaa –

Petäjäskoski will increase electricity transmission capacity between Finland and
Sweden by approx. 200 megawatts. This
capacity increase will promote the functioning of the electricity market as it decreases transmission congestion between
Finland and the other Nordic countries.
The transmission line has two main route
alternatives. Alternative A is situated west
of the river Kemijoki parallel to the existing
transmission lines of Kuikero – Varevaara
and Kinnula – Petäjäskoski. Approximately
half of the line route will be located in a
new right-of-way. Alternative B is situated
east of the river Kemijoki, travelling partly
on the same route as the former Taivalkoski
– Jumisko 110 kilovolt line.
The EIA process was launched by the
preparation of an assessment programme.
Its contents and the route alternatives of
the planned transmission line were presented in Fingrid’s public events in Rovaniemi,
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Fingrid’s TEEMA event attracted numerous representatives of the company’s customers to a traditional review
of topical matters in the spring. The
events aim at active interaction between Fingrid and its customers and
other market players.
Timo Toivonen, President of Fingrid, started by telling about Fingrid’s
projects in 2005 and also about more
long-term plans, such as the recently
decided Fenno Skan 2 sea cable project.
Other issues covered in the event included the current situation with international co-operation between TSOs,
main development issues in the electricity market within the European Union, developments in the Nordic market, and topical capacity and transmission service matters relating to the interconnections from Russia.
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PHOTOGRAPH BY Susanna Kekkonen (Image manipulation by Tuija Sorsa)
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All in a day´s

WORK

In this column, Fingrid’s employees write about their one day at work.
This time, the article has been written by JANI PELVO,
who works at the Power System Control Centre.

MY NIGHT AT WORK
of the shifts goes quickly, and soon the control room has the
normal manning of two operators.
Groove FM provides the music for the night of the control
room, so our shift is accompanied by jazz. There are some
glitches in communications throughout the night, causing
dozens of alarms in the operation control system. There is
also one line disturbance, which interrupts me frying a pikeperch ﬁllet. The Leväsuo – Pyhäkoski 110 kV line trips at
both ends. Autoreclosing closes the circuit breaker at Pyhäkoski, but it appears that there is no reclosing at Leväsuo.
I close the circuit breaker manually. Relay experts can study
the autoreclosing problem at Leväsuo on Monday.
Luckily, the line fault did not cut off power in a single
consumption point. The pikeperch ﬁllet appears to have become a bit too well-done during the clearing of the problem, but it still tastes good. Verifying electricity transactions
concluded during the previous day, optimisation of the direct current connection, and voltage control are among the
routines of the night shift.
My eyes seem to want to close. Tiredness creeps in slyly. I come to. It is obviously time for the 3.28 coffee. Coffee
makes me refreshed again, for a while. The ﬁrst night shift is
always the most difﬁcult. The rest roll by like any other shift.
I take a quick look at the control camera monitor as people
returning from restaurants walk by Fingrid’s ofﬁce building
at Arkadiankatu. There is even someone who comes to greet
us all the way to the gate. We cannot really make out his order, no there is no service for him.
The sun is starting to rise and it is getting lighter. The
night has passed as planned, and Friday the 13th did not
seem to have anything negative in store for us. There is still
the changing of the shift, and then I can head for home and
my own bed. I slap a high ﬁve with my replacement, and the
control room door closes behind me. It is always easy to end
a shift, because you know that it is a skilled colleague who
takes over. Even the sun seems to smile at us at the parking place.

It is traversed by a road, and its one edge is bordered by the
wall of an old Medieval town. Where should I put this piece?
“Hey, it’s already ten past nine.” That utterance brings me
back to the present moment. It is time to ﬁnish the game of
Carcassonne and say goodbye to our friends for now. Soon,
our car is on its way towards the centre of Helsinki. My wife
tunes the radio to NRJ. No Radio City, again…
At home, I have enough time to grab the packed lunch
from the fridge for the night shift. There is no parking place
for our car beside our home street, so – unlike usually – I
have to drive to work. Normally, I would walk the short distance.
It is Friday the 13th, and the time is 21.42. I stop the car
in front of the closed gate and reach out my ID card towards
the reader through the open side window. I manage to snap
the cord of the ID card. So, this is how Friday the 13th kicks
off... I punch in the PIN number. The aluminium gate starts
to open, rattling in the usual way. I steer my car to the parking area. At this time of the week and day, you can choose
where to park. The entire building is quiet, it being weekend. The sun gilds the dark windows of the main building.
A beautiful spring evening is turning into night. Seagulls are
singing somewhere in the distance. However, there is a room
in the yard building, which is not empty even on a weekend.
I head for that room.
As I open the door of the control room, I am greeted by
the familiar steady hum of dozens of computers. An outsider might wonder at the dim lighting in the control room, but
this type of working environment also requires the optimisation of lighting to suit the human eye. The power balance
guys are just changing their shifts. Marko Saarela, a fanatic supporter of ice-hockey team Oulun Kärpät and singer
Antti Tuisku, is coming to replace Jesper Grönlund. On the
grid monitoring side, I am relieving Thomas Westerlund so
that he can start his weekend. There is no point in asking
“What’s buzzing?” A glance at the large display shows that
the grid is buzzing at a steady rate of 50 Hz. The changing
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Keeping the lights on in Finland
Fingrid Oyj is responsible for the main electricity transmission grid in Finland. We make sure that Finland obtains electricity without disturbance. Reliability, efﬁciency, consideration of environmental issues
and good co-operation with our customers, landowners and authorities are our key objectives when we
take care of our demanding duties.
Welcome to our stand at the Farmari 2005 agricultural exhibition to learn how
transmission line areas can be utilised. There is also useful information on issues relating to neighbourhood with transmission lines.
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